
On Self-anarchism

The  divide  between  anarchism  and  communism  can  be  already  felt  in  Mikail
Alexanrovich Bakunin's  writings. The latter describes Karl  Marx as being most power
obsessed and greedy. Academics and Marxist intellectuals (the red bourgeois) lost no
time in denigrating any of  such accusations declaring Bakunin not  academic enough
(how would they otherwise justify their title of professors?).

Scorning the very capital academics are making using Marxism, one cannot deny that
Marx  character  as  described  by  Bakunin  can  be  traced  in  the  development  of  any
communist  regime: after  a  successful  revolution communism transforms itself  in yet
another form of autocracy. In Bakunin's words the yoke of slavery is only passed from
one class to another.

Thus  no  matter  who  detains  power,  according  to  Bakunin,  there  will  be  always  a
dominating class and a class that will have to suffer and carry on the burden of power.
Anarchically  speaking  then  it  is  power  itself  the  main  (evil)  issue.  Anarchism  thus
remains the only form of hope that has yet to be tested out. One question however
prevails:  can  any  form  of  power  be  fully  eliminated  without  creating  a  dangerous
vacuum in which other greedy entities can step in and create a sort of tyranny?

Throughout history much can be thought of from ancient civil wars to the more recent
French revolution and even closer  to us  the Spanish  civil  war.  Reading  for  instance
George Orwell's account on such war it is clear that once again, if a revolution takes
place  the more anarchist fringe that tries to set in motion its power-free ideals is soon
squeezed down by the more dogmatic and Marxist and state-oriented and thus power-
oriented communist party.

Orwell with his incredible account of these agitated years is very clear in showing how
the dominant and more passionate anarchist organization, the POUM was completely
demolished by the big Marxist brother with the support of the USSR who provided the
latter weapons to defeat the fascist coup of Franco. It is in this respect absurd to side
Anarchism with Marxism. The two can only temporary survive together in a first effort
against fascism but are absolutely incompatible when it comes to governance.

Perhaps the exception would be the one resumed by the much persecuted Leon Trotsky
and that is that of a continuous revolution, the type of revolution of better guerrilla
warfare as carried forward by Che Guevara with his "foco" practice as theorized by Regis
Debray. Perhaps the very Che is not a Marxist hero but rather in his heart, he is fully
anarchist and incompatible with a life as a governor as his Fidel Castro counter part. 



In  all  this  there  seems to be  two type  of  revolutions,  to  the  more communist  and
Marxist  of  Asia,  we have the more Anarchist  kind of  the Latino  people  as  in  South
America  and  Spain  but  also  in  Mexico  with  undoubtedly  anarchist  figures  such  as
Emiliano Zapata and his short lived communal experiment. To this manifestation of a
great human freedom that the most southern countries in the world can provide, the
answer is always a tightest repression, dictatorship and maintenance of a feudal state
driven by hacienderos which equal to today's oligarchs which have we has seen in Russia
and China are also the result of Communism.

We  shouldn't  forget  for  example  that  Bakunin  himself  already  elected  Italy  as  the
perfect site for an Anarchist revolution, so subdued its people were at least in the 19th
century, thus before Fascism and before decades of corrupting capitalism and a christian
democratic  party  which  was  in  all  effect  a  Franco  type  of  Fascism  especially  in  its
reinforcement of the old feudalizing powers (the church and the capitalists class). 

In this respect Anarchism stands alone in providing the possibility for all humans to free
and liberated from any yoke of  any powerful  haciendero or  oligarch.  I  say alone as
modern democracies themselves also create forms of oligarchy with their centralized
powers  and  indirect  kind  of  decision  making  delegated  to  the  same  old  cast.  The
disintegration of nations is here needed to bring to life smaller communal entities in
which group of people can make decisions based on their own needs and on the actual
landscape where they come to live.

Now that decades of democratized capitalism have come to consume if not comprise
our natural resources, now that we no longer feel all the comforts that highly exploiting
industrial societies have created for only a brief period of our human history, perhaps it
is time to revise Anarchism in its more self-autonomous and self-governing form. 

This Anarchism perhaps might be most beneficial to earth at large given that there is a
most vigilant eye that no power is seized back by any centralizing party or tyrannical
organization. This anarchist shift does not invite to a state of chaos but rather to a total
decentralization  of  not  only  power  but  of  the  very  technology  that  enables  it.
Technology  itself  ought  to  be  dismantled  and  redistributed  in  the  form  of  smaller
technologies that gets back to a human scale and can thus enable self-sufficiency.

It is not thus the much advocated David Thoreau kind of disobedience I am aiming at, at
least I am not only aiming to invite to disobey anything centralized without enforcing
the possibility and obey our own selves in the creation of a personally tailored self-
autonomy. Of course we can only aim to some sort of localized autonomy yet it is clear
that as long as there will be powerful technologies there will be a more or less explicit



abuse of power.

Perhaps then the first  step toward anarchism and self-governance is  indeed that  of
devising technologies that can be used for our self-governance. We ought to make full
treasure of them and denigrate any form of hierarchy and power at least getting ready
for the time the power governing the framework we are forced to live in will collapse. In
the respect we ought to be stoic in our perseverance of keeping autonomous and begin
to  interchange  and  learn  knowledge  horizontally  among  those  others  who  are
undertaking similar efforts.

As Michel De Certeau himself advocated perhaps this autonomy requires us to be within
the  governing  framework  yet  still  with  the  fixed  idea  of  scavenging  from it  all  the
necessary know-how we need to put into practice so as to fully manifest the possibility
of being autonomous which, be aware, is what most irritates power. We shall thus begin
by irritating power by uniting in our will to develop such an autonomy especially within
the more destituted parts of the world, the ones laying off the voracious capitalist radar.

In this respect Anarchism should grow as a form of partisanship, in the most desolated
lands or else in the cracks that sooner or later gentrification but also the new data based
capitalemperialism is soon going to fill and take away from humanity. We ought to thus
make it a point to maintain as much as we can physical platform where to explicate our
anarchist living. We ought to be concrete and loose no time in theorizing, we ought to
practical as any anarchist have been in his or her effort to set forth his or her fight to
freedom, a most mortal fight.

 


